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The title and cover illustration of Morgan’s American Heroes will undoubtedly lead most readers to 
believe this essay collection will teach them more about the heroics and courage of Washington, 
Franklin, Adams, and other Founding Fathers and prominent Revolutionary figures. Morgan does devote 
an essay each to Washington and Franklin, but most of the pieces’ protagonists are people we may have 
heard, perhaps even know a little about, but may never think to give the title of “hero.” Morgan, 
however, brilliantly illustrates how each of his subjects can fit that designation, usually through standing 
up for their beliefs, seeking knowledge, and doing what they believe right.  
 
Some noteworthy examples:  

• Yale’s early students and scholars – Yale’s founders created the school as an alternate to 
Harvard, not just in location, but in ideals. Harvard instructors were, they believed, “getting fond 
of ideas the New Englanders were not supposed to be fond of.” [1] In their quest for knowledge, 
though, Yale scholars also stumbled across ideologies that challenged their traditional Puritan 
beliefs, and helped bring cultural and intellectual diversity to New England.  

• Anne Hutchinson – Quite possibly seventeenth-century New England’s wittiest woman, 
Hutchinson refused to back down against the leading ministers and officials of Puritan 
Massachusetts. Her religious ideas contrasted sharply with traditional Puritan belief, and to 
allow her prosthelytizing, however unobtrusive, to continue would “threaten the Massachusetts 
enterprise.” [2] By all accounts, Hutchinson outwitted her judges, but they still found sufficient 
evidence to banish her from the colony. Morgan encourages empathy for the Puritan judges we 
may naturally be inclined against, however. They, he says, were protecting not only their own 
beliefs, just as Hutchinson, but those of an entire colony. Further, “they sincerely believed that 
in thus protecting themselves they were also protecting God’s eternal truth.” [3] 

• The Natives of North America and the Caribbean – By sheer number and force, European 
settlement eventually ended traditional ways of Native American life. Morgan, though, argues 
that one reason Europeans felt such animosity toward the Natives was because the Native, “in 
his individualism displayed virtues to which…all Christians…have traditionally paid homage.” 
[4]These include a lack of materialism, dignity, and independence. Even when outnumbered and 
outgunned, the Indians refused to yield these beliefs and ideologies to fit the European ideal of 
“civility.” 

• Giles Cory – Besides Washington and Franklin, Giles Cory may be the most famous figure in 
Morgan’s book. During the Salem Witch Trials of 1692, Cory, accused of witchcraft, refused to 
plead guilty, which, ironically, would have probably spared him. Cory also refused to speak at 
trial, thus avoiding any possibly incriminating statements. If he was not guilty, by confession or 
conviction, his probably could not be confiscated, ensuring his family’s economic security. Trial 
officials pressed Cory, quite literally, for a statement of any kind. Cory was laid on the ground, a 
large laid over him, and stones placed on the board in order to “press” a confession out him. 
Still, Cory refused to speak and eventually suffocated. 

 
In addition to these great examples of truth, knowledge, faith, we also learn a number of other 
interesting facts from Morgan’s essays. The Puritans were certainly not as prudish as popular belief has 
taught us. One of Washington’s greatest strengths was his ability to know when to say no to requests.  
 
Morgan’s essay collection brings a number of the lesser-known figures of American history to light 
illustrates the value in each one of heroism’s forms, be it victory in physical battle, a war of words, the 



struggle for knowledge, or the dignity displayed in defeat. Morgan has again proven why is one of my 
most respected scholars of early American history.  
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